Things you might wish to considerTrue or false? A protein chemist… 1. buys the best possible instrument and then tries to force the problems of protein chemistry to suit the use of the machine.
2. works in a problem-oriented manner in which experience and knowledge are adopted to accommodate available machines.
3. relies first on imagination, then knowledge, then machines (Consider the contrast between H. Noyrath vrs. B. Hartley). What was one of Einstein's quotations? 4 . believes that protein investigation is as simple and amusing as watching Indiana Jones running away from a band of sword-wielding bandits (The Oakum's Razor argument).
5. should use all his/her time reading primary references and never use his/her own ideas, intuitions or beliefs 6. gives more credit to the ideas of a supervisor than to their own ideas
Protein Structure
Protein structure is defined by amino acids, peptide bonds and disulphide bridges
The amide bond is stabilized by resonance: 60% amide and 40% hydroxyimine 
